
*Prices are higher in the spring and summer due to hotel costs during high season

Day 1
Our guides will meet you in Bozeman, MT, and shuttle you through Paradise Valley to our basecamp
for the week, Yellowstone Riverside Cottages. We'll have a short introduction before heading into
Yellowstone and hitting the trails for the beautiful Mammoth Hot Springs.

Day 2
After a very early breakfast, we'll pack our trail lunches and be on the road while it’s still dark, heading
for Yellowstone’s Lamar Valley, arguably the best place in the world to see wolves. We’ll get out to hike
to one of three wolf acclimation pens built for the controversial reintroduction of wolves in the park.

Day 3
We again steer toward Lamar Valley and it is “wolf jazz” all over – looking for tracks and other signs of
wolves throughout our day. Our main hike will be to the old den of wolf #9 (one of the first wolves in
the Park after the reintroduction). 

Day 4
Today we'll enjoy an early morning hike where the sweeping vistas in the morning light can take your
breath away, and there are usually plenty of bison, elk, and antelope roaming nearby. From there,
we'll explore many more of the thermal features of the Park before ending up in West Yellowstone for
our farewell dinner. 

Day 5
After so many early mornings, you'll be able to sleep in a bit or enjoy a leisurely breakfast. We'll then
head to the Wolf & Grizzly Discovery Center, a non-profit Wildlife Park and Educational Facility that
features bears, wolves, otters and other animals before returning to Bozeman.

See website for full itinerary details - www.TravelMontana.com

Tour Details
Price Per Person
      4 - 5 people: $3,750
      6 - 7 people: $3,450
      8+ people: $3,350

Single Supplement: $1,100

Activities: Hiking, Wolf Education
& Wildlife Observation

Public Tour: May 20 - 24, 2022

Lodging in Gardiner

Yellowstone Wolf Vacation
May 20 - 24, 2022 or Choose Your Own Dates


